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INTRODUCTION 
Nonspecular reHection effects for ultrasonic beams incident from a fluid ont.o solid 
surfa.ces have been st.udied continuously since t.he early invest.igations by Schoch [1]. 
lIe calculat.ed the reflected field for both t.he fluid-loaded halfspace and t.he plate 
using a series expansion for the phase of the reflection coefficient. A more accurate 
expression for Gaussian beam reflection has been derived· by Bertoni and Tamir [2], 
who approximat.ed t.he reHection coeffici"nt by leading terms in a Laurent series, 
performing the resuit.ing int.egrals analyt.ically. Many researchers have contributed to 
t.his lit.erature from the experiment.al [3-5], t.heoretical [6,7]' and numerical sides [8,9]. 
In this paper we ext.end t.hese invest.igat.ions of collimated beallls reflecting from 
planar surfaces to the reflection behavior observed from the int.eraction of collimat.ed 
beams wit.h curved solid surfaces. A closely related problem on which we also report. 
is t.he reflection of divergent beams from planar structures. When a collimated sound 
beam is incident upon a cylindrical structure from a fluid at an angle near the 
Rayleigh critical angle for the solid, conversion of some energy from the acoustic 
mode in the liquid t.o a Rayleigh wave 011 the cylinder occurs. This guided wave 
mode, like its planar structure counterpart, will be radiation damped by the fluid, and 
it.s field will add coherently with rays specularly reflected from the curved interface. 
Since in t.he curved geomet.ry the reflected rays leave t.he cylinder at angles 
I 
determined by t.heir position on the circumference, the interference of these two field 
components will be much more complicated than in the collimated/planar case. In 
the following article we review the calculations, describe the experiments, and present 
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the results of measurements on solid cylinders, planar halfspaces, and planar plates 
together with theoretical predictions. 
SUMMARY OF THEORY 
The nonspecular reflection of acoustic beams from curved interfaces has been 
modeled using complex ray methods deta.iled in the previous paper [10] and elsewhere 
[11,12]. Only the general idea will be summarizeci here, and t.he reader is referred t.o 
the preceding companion paper ~ although it. deals primarily with a. t.hree-dimensiona.l 
beam ~ for details. Using t.he Complex Source Point (CSP) met.hod, we are able to 
extend a simple line source into t.he complex plane to synthesize a two-dimensional 
Gaussian beam field in real space. This wave field is a solut.ion of t.he appropriate 
wave equation for either the planar or cylindrical geometries. 
The tot.al reflected field is then simply an int.egral over wavenumber space of the 
reHection coefficient and the incident. beam field, t.hat. is, a wavenumber spectra.l 
int.egral. Such int.egrals a.re evaluated by t.he method of st.eepest descent, applied on 
deformed contours in the complex spectral wavenumber plane. The tota.l reflected 
Jleld thell includes contributions from the specularly reHected beam, t.he leaky wave, 
and possible lat.eral waves. U nfort.unat.ely, t.he length of the theoretical expressions 
and t.he necessary description of t.he relevant. paranwt.ers would occtlPY more space 
tha.n is available in this short pa.per. 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
~amples 
Several samples have been prt"pared for t.he elast.ic st.ructures studied in t.his 
paper. Aluminum, stainless steel and titanium blocks at least. 40 mm thick are used 
for the halfspace int.erface. They have well polished, fiat surfaces. The aluminum and 
st.ainless steel plates have been measured in the as-rolled condition, but having a good 
surfa.ce finish. four solid cylinders ha.ve been fabrica.t.ed wit.h ma.chined a.nd polished 
surfa.res. For purposes of pa.ramctric cOlllparisons with the t.heory, the samples of 
various materials and radii have been st.udied. The acoustic properties for the sample 
ma.t.erials are t.aken from handbook values [12). The sound speed ill the water a.t 200 
Cis 1.48 k111/s. 
Apparatus 
Two scanning systems are used for the experiment.al studies. Both have 
C01l1jlut.er-cont.rolled motion and dat.a acqllisition capabilit.ies. A linea.r scanning 
system is used for the halfspace and plate specimens, while the characterizat.ion of the 
transducers and the experiments on t.he cylindrical interfaces have been performed on 
a. commercial C-scan system with a t.urntable, having 0.05° resolution. 
In order t.o control the incident and the reception angles ei , a pair of special 
devices has been designed and built for this purpose. Both incorporate a precise 
rotary st.age (0.01 ° resolut.ion), which bolds a search t.tlbe and the transducer. One of 
t.he devices is mount.ed on the scanning bridge, and the other is situated on the 
turntable. Both the incident and reception angles can be precisely controlled with 
respect to the cylindrical interface normal. The experimental geometry is shown in 
Figure 1. The transmit.t.er remains stationary, while t.he receiver rot.ates wit.h t.he 
turntable. Motion cont.rol and dat.a acquisition are accomplished by comput.er cont.rol. 
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Figme 1. Top view of the experimental geomet.ry 
The excit.at.ion signa.! is a rf t,oneburst at t.he desired frequency (usually 3 MHz) wit.h 
30-60 flsec duration, repeated at intervals of about. 1.0 msec, The received signal from 
the receiver transducer is amplified and video detected by a broadband receiver. Its 
output signal is then sampled, digitized, processed and plotted, all under cOlllPuter 
cont.rol. 
Two types of transducers are used in t,h('se experiment.s, One is a 25-111111 plate 
designed to give an approximately Gaussian beam [14] by i)artia.l plating of the 
pi('zoelectric disc, and t.he other is a 19-111111 focussed device used well beyond the 
focal plane to give a diverging beam, Tile det.ector in all cases is a 3-m111 diameter 
broadba,nd piston radia.lor. The field pattern of the Ga,ussian t.ransducer (with 6-111111 
st.rip electrode) is shown in Figure 2. Near the transmitter, the side lobes of the 
detector are strongly influencing t.he field pattern, B('yond about. 200 111m t.he field is 
a, good approximat.ion t,o a Gaussian function, Paramet.erization of the experiment.al 
field is shown in Figure 3 at, two range values, All measurements have been carried 
out, in t.his Gaussian regime, 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of amplit.ude distribution measurements at the Rayleigh angle on a 
stainless steel (SS) halfspace are shown in Figure 4 together with the theoretical 
prediction for this case. The broad, low peak on the left is the specular reflection, 
before t.he incident. beam reaches the Rayleigh angle, Thcn, there is a large narrow 
pea,k, t.he leaky wave, followed by oscillations of decreasing amplit.ude, These are the 
result of interference of t.he leaky wave, which leaves the surface at the Rayleigh 
angle, wit.h the specular reflection of the divergent beam, This trailing reflection 
occurs at ever increasing angles, owing to t.he beam divergence. Its interference with 
t.he leaky Rayleigh wave gives rise to the lllodulated reflected field at x >40 llllll. The 
comparison bet.ween theory ane! experiment is excellent. 
For the cylinders we analyze the geometry to obtain releva,nt experimental 
parameters, such as the launch angle a and propagation distances in Figure 1. The 
solid cylinder is at. the center of the turnt.able, Both transducers are moved to the 
appropriate positions, wit.h t.he distances from the transducers to the center of the 
cylinders corresponding to the appropriat.e calculated acoustic paths. A pulse-echo 
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Figure 2. Field profile of a Gaussian beam transducer 
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Figure 3. Gaussian pa.rameterization (clotted) of experimental beams (solid) at two 
ra.nges, 249 111m a.nd 278 mm. Curves a.re displa.ced for clarity. 
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Figure 4. Experiment.al (solid) and theoret.ical (dotted) divergent. beam refled.ion from 
a SS halfspace 
method is used to align bot.h t.ransducers acoust.ically. Transmitter and receiver are 
adjusted to the same launch angle. The amplitude distribution curves are obtained by 
rotat.ing the turntable, together wit.h t.he sample and receiver, across the refled.ed field 
of the t.ransmitter. 
In this case the transmitter is the collimated Gaussian beam. The results for a 
6-inch SS cylinder at Rayleigh angle incidence OR are shown in Figure 5. Behavior 
similar to Figure 4 is seen, where the abscissa is now recorded in angular degrees. For 
a 4-inch diameter SS cylinder, the data a.nd theory are shown in Figure 6 for 
incidence at OR. In both these figures the data decreases more rapidly, away from the 
central peak, than the theoretical prediction. We attribute this effect to the 
sensitivity profile of the finite detector. Since this transducer remains at a fixed angle 
with respect to the cylinder interface, it is less sensitive on either side of the reflected 
beam axis, where rays strike the receiver away from its central ray. We have verified 
this trend in model calculations and are working toward quantitative agreement. 
For a plate the reflection coefficient changes rapidly at incident angles 
corresponding to the excitation of Lamb modes in the plate. Since the incident beam 
in this case is divergent, it will strike the plate over a range of incident. angles. By 
selecting the axial incident angle properly, a beam at (}i may cover only one critical 
angle, more than one critical angle, or no critical angle. These correspond to the 
existence of one, more than one, or no Lamb mode - ie, specular reflection. 
In Figure 7 we show result.s for a SS plate with Oi =30°, fd=2.99 MHz'n1l11, and 
the transducers are 114 mm from the plate. At this value of fd the So and Ao Lamb 
modes are located at 27.7° and 32.7°, respectively. In this case both these modes are 
excited, and their interference in the reflected field accounts for the less regular 
appearance of the data (and theory) in Figure 7. As the two fundamental Lamb 
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Figure 5. Reflected Gaussian beam amplit.ude. Experiment. (solid) and theory (dot.t.ed) 
for do 6-illCh SS cylinder 
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Figme 6. Reflected Caussian beam amplit.ude. Experiment (solid) a.nd t.heory (dotted) 
for a 4-inch SS cylinder 
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Figure 7. Reflected divergent beam amplitude. Experiment (solid) and theory (dot.ted) 
for a SS plate, 8i =30° and fd=2.99 MHz·mm 
modes approach the Rayleigh wavespeed, t.heir cont.ribut.iotls t.o the reflected field 
coalesce, and the result.s again appear similar to Figure 4. 
A final example of this behavior is seen in Figure 8, also in a SS plate, where 
fd=7.3 MHz'mm, (1;=29.15°, and the plate to transducer distance is 198 mm. At this 
la.rger value of fd the Ao and So modes are nearly coincident at 31.40° and 31.34°, 
but. the A1 mode at 26.9° is now also significant.. In the simulation the Sl mode a,t 
22.17° is also included, but makes only a small contribution to the total field. In fact, 
this field profile is only slightly different from the halfspace field in Figure 4. Deyond 
x=100 mm, the periodic field variations are once again established. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have reported experimental measurements on the reflection of 
divergent beams st.riking planar interfaces (plates and halfspaces), and collimated 
Gaussian beams incident on solid cylinders. We have compared these results to an 
analyt.ical calculati~n of the rel1ected field of a Gaussian beam performed by uniform 
asymptotics, essential when the leaky wave pole and the specular saddle point nearly 
coincide in the complex plane, We find that data are well characterized by the 
predictions of theory, so long as we allow for a correction \.0 the measured field from 
the finite det.ector. In the case of a plate, contributions to the reflected field can come 
from one or more Lamb modes, depending on the f d product and the divergence of 
the incident beam. 
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Figure 8. Experiment (solid) and theory (dott.ed) for a SS plate, 8i =29.15° and fd=7.30 
MHz'l1ml 
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